
C I T Y  A N D  S U B U R B A N .  

RAGING AT EPSOM. 

Picture.:- A crowded, restless, grand stand begins— 

—to settle aown again for the start of the— 

—afternoon's big race at Epsom. Gordon Richards is riding the 
hot favourite, •MONTROSE*, which, by the way, is rather fractious 
in the parade. This City and— 

—Suburban includes some very good— 

—outsiders, although 1 MONTROSE* is at such a short price. They are— 

—off to the post. Glasses are— 

—levelled. Necks are straining. 15 starters are getting— 

—lined up not too easily. 

He*s got them, and — 

— they * re off. Several missed a clear get-away. "ROOK STAR" is one. 
* IMDx^J TRUC TIBLE' is another, and another I can* t recognise. * MONTROSE* 
is rather crowded, but Richards' experience will probably get him— 

—out of the jam. *FQXMASQUS* is in the lead, with 'LOST SOUL*, and--

--'BRITISH vUOTA* hard on his heels. After the mile 'CAR33F * is 
pushing through. *INDESTRUCTIBLE* has recovered his lost ground, and 
is now in the first bunch. At Tattenham— 

—Corner the battle is by no means over. *MONTROSE* is now third 
I believe. *LGST SOUL* and *CARIEF* are— 

—fighting it out with Richards. 

Swinging into the home stretch Richards manoeuvres his mount to 
the outside. A good move. Mth a clear run he passes, takes the 
lead from *LOST SOUL* and 'BRITISH (JJOTA* 

—and secured a win by about a length - - two lengths. Except for 
early unfortunate placing, * MONTROSE* — 

—I think was always the likeliest chance. 

4, 11, 14. Those are 1 MONTR QBE*,— 

—LOST SOUL* and BRITISH QUOTA*, and Gordon Richards has agaih brought 
off a nice victory,for Lord Woolavington's stables. The latest news 
credits him with three winners to-day. Good Gordon $ 


